
Vol.  51, 1862, p. 56).  Similar traditions  existed  with  other  families,  e.g. one
cited  by Sharon  Turner  in his poem on  Richard  III  (ibid.,  pp. 57—8). On in-
vestigation all of  these  traditions appear  shaky:  the  first  link  in the chain, the
one said to  have  been told by the  Countess, being born after her death. It
appears that she  must  therefore  be abandoned as  a  source  of  information  on
the appearance of Richard Ill. V

Book Reviews
EXTRACTS FROM  THE  MUNICIPAL RECORDS  OF THE  CITY  OF
YORK DURING  THE  REIGNS  0F  EDWARD  IV, EDWARD V  AND
RICHARD  III, edited by Robert  Davies  (1843).  Gloucester Reprints I976,
vii+304pp.  £6. ,

Gloucester  Reprints  have just  made  available, at  a  competitive  pics, :1
book  first  published in  1843  and for  long difl‘icult to  obtain.  During the
18305  Robert  Davies, Town Clerk of the City of  York, made  selections  from
the manuscripts in his care  that  related to the  Yorkist  period.  This  pioneer
work has never been superseded entirely,.even by the  larger  selection  from  the
Council Minutes edited by Angelo  Raine  in 1938.

Davies made his selection in  section  one from the then existing account
rolls of the  Chamberlains’ expenses of  1462—3, 1475—6 and  1478—9, of  which
eabh yearmuns from February to February. The  portions  are set out in  a
Latin transcript  with  an  English  translation on the opposite page.  Davies
provides commentaries on  each  roll, which  are  illustrated  by extracts  from  the
Council Minutes.

Section two consists of  extracts from  the Council Minutes  I480—86, many
of which are familiar to us. The  whole  presents  a picture  of the remarkably
close relationship of the City with  Richard.

The book has useful footnotes, and two fairly detailed appendices, one on
the York Corpus  Christi  plays, and of special interest to  members,  one on the
investiture of Richard  III’s  son Edward as Prince of Wales in 1483.

It should be borne in  mind  that the  book  does consist of extracts only
from' zin'unwieldy body of  records.  Since these were made other account
rolls  have  been located and remain unquoted  today.  The  City records are
worth a  re-examination. Also, they are  worth quoting accurately. I  have
seen  at least  three  versions  of the famous lament on the result of the  Battle  of
Bosworth, probably partly because Davies made  a  small slip in transcription;
he  gives  “  King Richard late mercifully reigning,” whereas the original is
‘5  King Richard lawfully reigning,” perhaps of equal satisfaction to members.

Those members of the  Society engaged in historical research need to buy
this book; those  not so scholarly will find it  interesting and rewarding reading
throughqut. RHODA EDWARDS

RICHARD  THE  THIRD  UP TO  SHAKESPEARE, by George  Boéworth
Churchill. Berlin, I900.  Reprinted by Alan  Sutton  (Dursley), 1976.  548
pages. £8.

-  ‘  That  the Richard whose  character  and career  were  the  subject  of Shakes-
peare’s  work was not the Richard of history has long been  well known.’
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Thus  declared the  compiler  of  this  work, an Associate Professor in  Amherst
College, Massachusetts (with the  evocative  middle name of Bosworth) on  20th
October, 1899,  and one can only hope  that  his  words  have  now become true.
‘  It is the  purpose  of  this dissertation,’ he wrote in his introduction, ‘  to  trace
the development of  that  saga (of Richard III) through the sixteenth century,
in chronicle, poem  and drama, and to  show  what  that  Richard was whose
character and deeds Shakespeare found ready to hand as raw material for his
dramatic picture. The historical Richard  will  need to be considered only so
far as the mythical Richard may be better understood.’ The result is a splendid
ragbag of Ricardiana, containing the history and a  synopsis  of much source
material, together  with  comments and  extracts.

Part I, entitled Richard in the Chronicles, deals in this manner  with  the
famous  Historie  of the  Arrival  of Edward  IV, Warkworth’s  Chronicle, A Chron-
icle  of London, the continuations of the  Cray/am! Chronicle, Rous, Comines,
Andl‘é, Fabyan, More, Polydore Vergil, Rastell, Hardyng, Hall, Grafton,
Holinshed and Stow plus  some  manuscript references to the  death  of Henry
VI.

Part  II, entitled Richard  in  Poetry and the  Drama, includes The  Song of
Lady Bessy, the  ‘  epoch-marking work  ’  A  Mirror  for  Magistrates, Legge’s
drama  Richardus Tertius, and  (over  132 pages) a  drama  called  The  True Tragedy
of Richard  the  Third, together  with  brief references to Chute’s  Shore’s Wife,
Fletcher’s The  Rising to the  Crowne  of Richard  the  T Izirde, Henslowe’s  Play on
Richard  III, A Possible Original  of Shakespeare’s Play and  Drayton’s  Heroical
Epistles.

It is heartening to  think  of an American professor collaborating with
German printers at the end of the last  century to reproduce this early material
in the  interest  of Richard III’s  good  name, and all members of the  Society
must be grateful to Alan  Sutton  for making it available again in  such a  hand-
some format.

A  New  Novel

SOME TOUCH  OF  PITY, by Rhoda  Edwards. Hutchinson, April 1976.
£3.95.

It is not often  that  a  really outstanding novel is published about Richard
111; Some  Touch  of Pity is undoubtedly that, and  doubly welcome since it was
written  by a member of this  Society.

A number of different narrators, drawn from the ranks of  Richard’s
family, friends, servants and  enemies, and including Richard himself, build up
a picture of the last two years of his life, each  telling a  part of the story from
their own viewpoint. There is  a  wealth of fascinating detail of life in the  fifteenth
century, as accurate as  careful  research can ensure. The author has an  artist’s
eye for colour and  significant  detail so  that  her scenes linger vividly in the mind.
Above  all this is a  book  about real  people, not the cardboard cut-outs who so
often  people historical fiction, and the  first  person narrative allows the reader
the intimacy of sharing their  hopes, fears and sorrows.

The story of these two years has  often  been told before, but  never  to my
mind in such  a human  and moving way.
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